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MARNIE GREENBERG 

Delete Your Stress & Pain on the Spot 
_______________________________ 

Hi Everybody, 

Before our fourth session begins, I would like to continue my explanation of some of the principles 
that are being put into ACTION for you during this Tele-Program. This will give you additional 
understanding of the how and why of what I am asking you to do. 

 
Please read this document and save it for future reference. I will begin by explaining in more detail 
the short section in the pre-steps that I use repeatedly to begin the Activation, Self-Strengthening 
and Deletion Segment. Using the Insight and the Manifestation Triads, I will take you through the 
journey of how feeling “strong versus weak” ultimately leads to manifestation of the results you seek 
in reality. I will then describe the remainder of the geometric figures that complete this section 
including The Pentagon Effects of Knowing, The Insight Pentagon, and the Insight Neutrality Triad 
and Speed Pentagon. Former students practicing the method can disregard the contents in this first 
section.  

 
In the manuscript I will discuss how to use strong versus week in your everyday life, simple tips for 
when you are upset during your daily routine and the Problem Triad.  
 

       Insight Triad - Feeling, Perception, Intuition 
 

 
 

Feeling: Feeling is the mental process used when it is separated from thoughts and emotions. 
Feeling is either strong or weak. Feeling is close to a sensation. “Feeling” – this word is often 
misused. I feel sad, I feel angry ... no, you experience sadness and anger. However, no one says, 
“I’m experiencing anger today.” Instead they say, “I feel angry or I am angry.” That’s OK. Just 
remember, feeling is not an emotion. There are only two choices for feeling; it is either strong or it is 
weak. This may seem simply stated, but being able to “feel” what is “strong” or “weak” has 
the most profound significance on your life. I will discuss why this is true in the blog. 
 
Perception: When something is accurately felt quickly, it instantaneously becomes perception. 
Perception, however, is more refined, precise and faster than feeling. Occasionally it can be impeded 
by slowness, incompleteness, and distortion due to previous experiences or thoughts. We must 
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perceive changes the moment that they occur, not a few hours, days or weeks later. This delay in 
perception comes up when you or someone you are working on does not notice a change for the 
better.  
 
Intuition: Feeling and perception automatically lead to intuition. Your INTUITION as well as everyone 
else’s INTUITION is unquestionably always there. This means we all have INTUITION, whether we 
acknowledge it or not. INTUITION exists holistically and naturally but it has been slowed down, and/or 
rendered incomplete due to your own and/or other people’s beliefs and past experiences. 
 
You don’t have to practice being intuitive; rather you reawaken and strengthen it as we have been 
doing in each session. As you continue to strengthen the triad, intuition will become more developed 
on its own. Remember, you have to stop thinking and emotionalizing, to use your intuition. 
 
Intuition is the mental process, beyond the five senses. It is not psychic or spiritual, but is often 
mistaken as a psychic ability. Everyone picks up thoughts, information and experiences that are 
coming from someone else. You just don’t realize you are affected by them. You accept outside 
influences such as other people’s thoughts and emotions or thoughts of collective groups as your own 
and then proceed to apply them to what’s going on in your life.  
 
Psychics, on the other hand, receive these same energies but have learned to distinguish who and 
where the energies are coming from. 
 
Insight: When feeling, perception and intuition are strong, you have automatic insight. Everybody 
wants to develop insight; you don’t have to develop it. Just continue replaying the short segment of 
the pre-steps in Daily Deletions that programs you to be strong to not thinking and strengthen your 
Insight Triad and you will have insight. 
 
Isn’t that better? You don’t want to take years to improve your insight, or even a life time. Life is not 
that slow. 
 
You can have insight for anything, and everything. It is not limited to specific areas. As long as you 
are exposed to the information, even for one second, your subconscious and unconscious minds 
have that information. So if your logical thinking momentarily interrupts you, you just have to connect 
with it to access and retrieve the information. Just practice being neutral and refuse to let your logical 
mind confuse you.  
 
When you reach the level of being strong to your insight 100% infinite potential, it means that you 
have insight, not just once in a while, but your insight will be consistently, accurately and quickly 
achieved.  
 
When you do get to the truth (insight), please don’t think it’s the concrete truth carved in stone. It’s 
just truth for that given situation, in that time and space.  
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Manifestation Triad - Answer, Action, Results 

 
The Manifestation Triad is Answer, Action, and Results. If these (action, answer, results) are 
programmed to be strong, the process of answer→ action → results will be automatic in leading to 
manifestation. 
 
Insight Answer:  
 
The insight you received from the last triad will connect you to the manifestation triad (answer, action, 
results). Your specific insight leads you to the answers, or one answer. If there’s an answer out there, 
it will connect with your insight. If you have the insight, the answer will connect with you, because all 
the other information will not feel accurate.  
 
You will not feel any weaknesses with insight answer. It goes two ways, answers connect to 
insight, and insight connects to answers. That connection should be strong. 
 
The right answer will connect to your insight, when you have strengthened your insight. So out of all 
the possible answers out there, it will be the right answer that connects to your insight. It’s really 
about getting that one right answer out of all the possible answers that everybody else may believe to 
be correct. So the right answer changes the situation for the better.  
 
If we obtain several answers and none of them change anything, then none of those answers is really 
applicable to the situation. Those answers may be right, but not right for that particular person’s 
situation. You have to match the right answers to the situation before any negative effects of 
the situation will change, whether the situation is mental, physical or spiritual.  
 
Answer Action:  
 
Next, you want the answer to connect to the action, which may be an external action or an internal 
one. If you have the right answer, you will connect with the right action. 
 
Action Results: 
 
Then from action, you automatically manifest the results. In other words, whatever action you take will 
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give you the desired results.  
 
Results Manifestation: 

 
The results then lead to automatic manifestation physically, mentally, or non-physically (includes 
mental or spiritual).  
 
*You don’t have to strengthen anything enumerated below. For your interest, I listed exactly what is 
automatically programmed in and included during the activation of the Manifestation Triad when it 
was designed. The compression of several Strengthening’s into one strong collective thought 
is part of the brilliance that allows this method to work so quickly. 
 

ü Insight Answer - Strengthen this two way connection so insight connects directly to the 
one answer, out of all possible answers, and in reverse the answer connects strongly to the 
insight for 100% infinite potential  
 

ü Answer - Strengthen the answer for 100% infinite potential and anything that weakens the 
answer to go down to zero minus infinity 
 

ü Action - Strengthen the action for 100% infinite potential and anything that weakens the 
action to go down to zero minus infinity  
 

ü Results - Strengthen the results for 100% infinite potential and anything that weakens the 
results to go down to zero minus infinity 
 

ü Manifestation - Strengthen the manifestation for 100% infinite potential and anything that 
weakens the manifestation to go down to zero minus infinity 
 

ü Answer Action - Strengthen the answer to connect strongly with the action and the 
action, in reverse, to connect strongly with the answer for 100% infinite potential and any 
weaknesses in these connections to go down to zero minus infinity 
 

ü Action Results - Strengthen the action to connect strongly with the results and the 
results, in reverse, to connect strongly with the action for 100% infinite potential and any 
weaknesses in these connections to go down to zero minus infinity 
 

ü Results Answer - Strengthen the results to connect strongly with the answer and the 
answer, in reverse, to connect strongly with the results for 100% infinite potential and any 
weaknesses in these connections to go down to zero minus infinity 
 

ü Results Manifestation - Strengthen the results to connect strongly with the 
manifestation and the manifestation, in reverse, to connect strongly with the results for 100% 
infinite potential and any weaknesses in these connections to go down to zero minus infinity 
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QUICK FEELING 

 
PERCEPTION 

 
AUTOMATIC INTUITION 

 
          AUTOMATIC INSIGHT 

 
RIGHT ANSWER 

 
RIGHT ACTION 

 
   AUTOMATIC RESULTS 

             
 MANIFESTATION ON PHYSICAL/MENTAL/EMOTIONAL/SPIRITUAL PLANE 

 
The right answer must have MATCHING ENERGY TO THE QUESTION to cancel the weakening 
energy of the problem! The matching energy is the most fundamental way to resolve the problem. 
The right answer attracts the right action. The right action attracts the right result. The right result, 
from the right action, in the reverse direction, predetermines and preordains that the right action is 
taken. 

1. Answers 2. Actions 3. Results 
 

These three simple elements lead to the FINAL RESOLUTION, in this case, of STRESS, PAIN and 
LIFE PROBLEMS. The RESULT does predetermine the right ACTION. Traditionally you think the 
right ACTION must precede the RESULT. In the Yuen Method, RESULT and ACTION are 
bidirectional, meaning they move in both directions. Similarly, ANSWER and ACTION are 
bidirectional. 

*ANSWER, ACTION, RESULTS 
 
Quickly run this thought up and down your spine for two seconds or less  
By applying this regularly in your life you will become more proficient in manifesting results 
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Pentagon Effects of Knowing 
Thinking, Emotions (Lack of), Feeling, Perception, Intuition 
 

The Pentagon Effects of Knowing is a nifty shortcut in the pre-steps, which combines all the 
elements in the Mind Triad with those in the Insight Triad. Notice that I have used all three elements 
of the Insight Triad; Feeling, Perception and Intuition here and combined them with stop thinking and 
no emotions. Therefore, I do not specifically use the Insight Triad separately in the activations, but 
included it earlier, so you could understand the steps, beginning with feeling “strong” versus “weak” 
and ending in manifestation of results. 
 

 
Again, the list below includes the elements compressed into one strong collective thought, which are 
all included in the Activation, Strengthening and Deletions of the Pre-steps. 

 
ü Strengthen “Think briefly, stop thinking” to 100% infinite potential and delete weaknesses 

in your ability to stop thinking down to zero minus infinity 
 

ü Strengthen for lack of emotion to 100% infinite potential and delete weaknesses for lack of 
emotion down to zero minus infinity 
 

ü Feeling - Strengthen for feeling to be 100% infinite potential and delete weaknesses to 
feeling down to zero-minus infinity  
 

a) Strengthen to isolate feeling from emotions and thinking for 100% infinite potential 
and delete weaknesses in isolating feeling from emotions and thinking down to zero 
minus infinity 
 

b) Strengthen to accurately differentiate strong versus weak for 100% infinite 
potential and delete weaknesses in differentiating strong versus weak down to zero 
minus infinity 
 

ü Strengthen Perception to 100% infinite potential and delete weaknesses in perception down to 
zero minus infinity 
 

ü Strengthen Intuition to 100% infinite potential and delete weaknesses in intuition down to zero, 
minus infinity 
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Insight Pentagon 

Feeling, Perception, Intuition, Right (Strong), Wrong (Weak) 
 

Use this pentagon to double-check that the components of your insight are strong for being 
right. 

 
Insight Pentagon 

1. Feeling 
2. Perception 
3. Intuition 
4. Being right tests strong 
5. Being wrong tests weak 

 
The Insight Pentagon gives me a second chance to activate and strengthen your feeling (strong 
versus weak), perception and intuition in the pre-steps. This pentagon helps to ensure that your 
feeling, perception and intuition are right (correct) rather than wrong (incorrect). 
 

The Activation and Strengthening  
Automatically includes all of the below: 

 
ü Feeling- Strengthen for feeling to be 100% infinite potential and delete weaknesses to 

feeling down to zero-minus infinity  
ü Perception- Strengthen perception to 100% infinite potential and delete weaknesses in your 

perception down to zero, minus infinity 
ü Intuition- Strengthen your intuition to 100% infinite potential and delete weaknesses in your 

intuition down to zero, minus infinity 
ü Insight- Strengthen your insight to 100% infinite potential and delete weaknesses in your 

insight to zero-minus infinity 
ü Being right tests strong - Strengthen “being right tests strong” to 100% infinite potential 

and delete weaknesses to “being right tests strong” to go down to zero minus infinity 
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ü Being wrong tests weak - Strengthen “being wrong tests weak” to 100% infinite 
potential and delete weaknesses to “being wrong tests weak” down to zero minus 
infinity 

 
Insight Neutrality Triad 

Knowing, Not Knowing, Neutral 

 
Equal strength for knowing/not knowing/neutral 

 
(Knowing/not knowing/neutral) can come into play here. I didn’t include this in the pre-steps, but if 
you are having trouble connecting with your insight (the right answer to a question or to finding a 
weakness), this triad is helpful. If you obsessively want to KNOW your weaknesses or anything else 
for that matter, you probably will trigger all your experiences of NOT KNOWING. Previous 
experiences of not-knowing are usually negative and weakening for you and can sabotage and 
interfere with your present experiences of your knowing. 

 
I know I keep harping on neutrality, but it is really the essence of this method so in lieu of repeating 
myself, here’s what happens if you’re not neutral. When you have the thought “I don’t know” and you 
are not neutral, it triggers all your past negative thoughts and emotions of being in that particular 
situation. Now you are stuck in the past and can’t act appropriately in the present. The situation is too 
charged. Also, you don’t want your insight to be affected by your experience of not having insight or 
your experience of not having intuition. 

 
On the other hand, if you get really excited when you “do know,” possibly thinking how smart you are 
or how this might impress someone else, you are falling into the trap your mind has set, one of you 
judging yourself. Somewhere in the back of your mind you have also triggered not knowing. You can’t 
say it’s okay to “not know,” but it’s great “to know.”  
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Speed Pentagon: 
Fast, Not Fast, Slow, Not Slow, Neutral 

 
Speed Neutrality 

 
The activation and strengthening of this pentagon for neutrality to speed includes: Equally strong for 
fast/not fast, slow/not slow, and neutral. 

 
When I activate this strengthening it will make you neutral as to your speed. Either way is OK. 
When you think you’re not fast or you feel that you’re not fast, you’re okay with it. By the way 
the Speed Pentagon applies to any area in your life where you need/want and desire to speed 
up. 

 
I want you to be FAST for achieving results in differentiating “strong” versus “weak,” in developing 
your intuition which leads to insight - KNOWING - rather than thinking you know, in being able to stop 
thinking, at least momentarily, in being able to achieve the mindless and spiritless state, and in being 
neutral to as many opposites as possible. 
 
The best way to achieve speed is to be neutral. Neutral is the place of the strongest energy. The 
Specific neutrality pentagon for fast/not fast, slow/not slow, neutral is better than just positive/not 
positive, and negative/not negative. When you are specifically neutral to fast/slow you have an 
external observation of what’s going on, making it far easier to be fast as opposed to having a strong 
charge on fast.  

 
One of the aims of this method is to be quick for achieving results for what you need, want and 
desire. You don’t want to spend half a year attempting to obtain results; then everything else 
will have changed and the whole situation will be different than when you started. Everything is 
always changing on you. You have to capture the moment. That moment is really only a second or 
less, a millisecond, a nanosecond. You want to function at that level of speed because everything is 
fast.  
 

ü Strengthen to delete the cumulative effects of previous experiences of being too slow (not fast 
enough) to go down to zero minus infinity. 

ü Strengthen yourself for being fast for 100% infinite potential and anything that interferes with this 
ability to go down to zero minus infinity. 
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Question: How long will it take me to develop the abilities being activated and strengthened in 
the pre-steps just described? 
 
You want to develop these abilities – this comes from experience, such as with actually “feeling” 
for “strong” versus “weak,” which is the single most important tool you can have in life, and 
from programming in the strengthening and deletions several times. The more you replay the 
activations, the more things will change. 
 
As a final comment of this Tele-Program, I would like to say that change is not painful at all. It 
is easier for people to change than not to change. It takes tremendous effort, energy and time 
not to change while the whole universe around you is constantly changing. 

 
Manuscript 

 
Choices, Actions, Decisions 

 
Last week we discussed strong versus weak. 

 
This may seem simply stated, but being able to “feel” what is “strong” or “weak” has the most 
profound significance on your life. I initially stated that I wasn’t teaching the entire method in this 
Tele-Program. Rather, the object of this Tele-Program was for me to resolve issues for you and provide 
you with Activations, Strengthening and Deletions, which when listened to frequently, give you the tools 
for automatic resolution of the topics covered in the four sessions and for mastering the states 
necessary for raising the frequency of your vibration, which has unlimited benefits. 

 
However, I sincerely want each one to have the particular skill of strong versus weak nailed and here 
is why. Every action you take, every choice or decision you make and the specific timing of when 
to take that action should always test strong for you. I having been doing this – well, forever.  

 
The answer you get, strong or weak, rarely makes sense to the logical mind and at first you will resist 
always following what tests strongest for you to do and revert to your conscious mind for making the 
decision. Every single time I have done this, in hindsight, I have regretted doing so. 

 
When your intuition and insight are strong enough you will automatically make the best possible 
choices and decisions and take the most productive actions. However, we all have blind spots when it 
comes to ourselves, so although my insight is strong I always use strong versus weak as a last-
minute double check. Once you have strong versus weak down, this method is fail-safe, regardless 
of the level of development of your intuition and insight.  
 
So, if you’re looking for something that requires two seconds of your time to implement, something 
that provides you with a GPS that charts the path you should take, something that will most improve 
your life and your future, then strong versus weak is that tool. You are simply letting your GPS take 
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you in the strongest direction. Here are some of the ways using strong versus weak will change 
your life: 

 
• How to be confident you’re making the BEST “CHOICES,” including major ones like 

choosing the right mate, job or career choice or choices of lesser importance such as which 
college to attend, home to buy, place to vacation, doctor, lawyer or financial advisor to use and 
so on 

• How to be assured you’re making the CORRECT DECISIONS, especially ones that come up 
unexpectedly and require an immediate determination. Never again will you be forced to 
make a decision which you later regret  

• How to ensure that you’re taking the RIGHT ACTIONS without hesitation 
 

Actually, the category of choices probably covers everything because whether it’s a decision to make 
or an action to take, you are still choosing one out of the many.  
 
Specific Examples 

 
Hiring an employee: Here are some specific examples. When I hire someone, I don’t require or 
give any weight to their resume, references or interview. I scan the list and pick the person who is 
strongest for doing the job and for working with me. If you’re new at this you can schedule an 
interview, because talking to the person makes it easier to establish a connection so that you can feel 
their energy and therefore determine if they are strong or weak as to the job. Be sure to totally 
disregard answers to any of your interview questions because this will cause your conscious mind to 
interfere.  

 
Changing jobs: Leave your old job only if and when it tests strong to do so. When selecting a new 
job, at the interview disregard your impressions and determine if the job is strong or weak for you 
and if the boss is strong or weak to interacting with you. Both should test strong. If they do, place 
your thought on the interviewer’s midline and strengthen him/her for hiring you. When doing this your 
thought might be, “hire me.” 

 
Investing: If you don’t want to deal with investments yourself, pick a broker or financial advisor who 
tests strong to (1) what he is doing and (2) strong to doing this for you. Never use any other 
criteria, such as recommendations from friends or how well he/she has done in the past. You can also 
give this person partial input by following the rules below. 

 
If you are dealing with investments on your own (1) Never, under any circumstances, invest in 
anything that tests weak regardless of the hype! (2) Never invest unless both the timing, and the 
stock/bond/property/other test strong. (3) Never sell unless it tests strong to do so. This will 
protect you from being part of the crowd who sell at the worst possible time, when the market is at the 
bottom and just about to turn around. (4) Once you have invested, you may want to check periodically 
with the question, “Is this the most profitable time for me to get out?” Sell if this tests strong. 
 
You make countless choices in your life. Please let your future ones lead you in the strongest 
possible direction. If you are having trouble trusting the answer you get and your mind is interfering 
or you just can’t do it, listen to the first section of the Activation and feel for “strong” versus “weak” 
during or immediately following the segment. 
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Problems Triad - Issues, Choices, Triggers

 
Most if not all life problems can be subdivided as an issue, trigger and choice and/or the combinations 
of any two and/or any three. They do not have to be in a set specific order. 

 
An Issue is all the conceivable, common and/or uncommon occurrences of everyday events, 
experiences and thinking that can create part and/or the whole of a problem.  

 
A trigger causes your emotions to resurface and results in you having an unpleasant reaction to 
memories and sensations that reemerge pertaining to a particular issue. As I discussed in the 
Emotions, Reactions and Sensations Triad, when triggered, our ability to respond to a situation is 
greatly minimized because old emotions and unpleasant memories are stirred up. Anything 
conceivable can be a trigger but some of the common ones besides sensations, reactions and 
emotions include traumas, illnesses, limitations, fears and phobias, and karma. 

 
The current sensation, reaction, emotion, trauma or illness can occur not only in you, but in another 
person you are with, hear or read about or even see on television or in a movie. 

 
Other common triggers include: 
• A specific word or phrase 
• A specific thought 
• A specific person 
• A specific place (restaurant, store, hospital, etc.) or geographic location. 
• A specific event (a New Year’s Eve party, graduation, etc.) 
• A specific situation (interviewing for a job, moving to a new house, etc.) 
• A specific activity (running, working, fighting, etc.) 
• A specific time of the day 
• A specific season 
• A specific scent 
• A specific color 
• A specific age or decade weakness 0-10 years, 10-20 years, 20-30 years, 30-40 years and so 

on 
 

A choice is a decision of accepting and rejecting. It consists mainly of the mental process of judging 
the values of multiple options and selecting one of them. 
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Issues can act as triggers to past similar issues. Triggers can be the issue, itself. Issues can be caused 
by a previous choice. A choice can be made an issue. A choice can be the trigger. Triggers can cause 
a poor choices. 

 
Practice Exercise: Deleting Poor Choices 

 
Deleting is a good place to start in making yourself strong to life experiences that are the result of 
issues, triggers, and choices and then go on to become problems in life.  

 
In this week’s Activation, I will be deleting the cumulative effects of previous choices, regardless 
of who made them, that resulted in a problem for you down to zero minus infinity. In some cases, I 
will also be deleting the cumulative effects of not only a choice, but also the associated triggers and 
issues when they test weak.  

 
The choices you make in life are vital to your future success, quality of life and so on. The choices may 
be your own, those of a mate, parent, child or other family member, a friend/enemy, people you work 
with and so on. 

 
If you are practicing strong versus weak, you might want to make a list of previous choices you consider 
to be poor ones, whether they were your own choices or someone else’s. Check to feel which of these 
choices weaken you. Each choice that tests weak actually constitutes a problem for you whether it is 
your own choice or someone else’s. 

 
If a choice on your list tests strong, such as to a poor choice of a mate, even if you are convinced it 
was detrimental, it does not constitute a problem for you if it tests strong. 

 
Problems During Daily Routine Triad 

 
Strengthen Neutrality, Center/Balance/Stabilize,  

Strengthen Human Life Triad 

 
If you start experiencing extreme negative thinking or become emotional during an upsetting 
day, one, two or all three of the following may be happening and here are the momentary fixes 
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you can use to normalize what is going on. 
 

1. You have lost neutrality 
2. You are no longer centered, balanced and stabilized 
3. Your Human Life Triad consisting of body/mind/spirit has collapsed, causing other triads to 

collapse 

To regain neutrality, place a quick thought on your midline, positive, not positive, negative, not 
negative, neutral. 

Just going to your body’s midline momentarily automatically will restore you for balance, centered and 
stability without any effort on your part. When you automatically do this, it will not take any time at all. 

 
A complete functioning human life consists of body, mind and spirit. This is your most basic triad. 
When your day is really in turmoil or you are experiencing overwhelm or just plain losing it, outside 
influences, such as how other people are behaving or what they are saying or just a surrounding state 
of chaos is usually the cause. When this happens the Human Life Triad below collapses and starts a 
domino effect collapsing all your other triads as well. 

 
Human Life Triad 

 

 
This sounds complicated but can be fixed in a minute or less.  
• Look inside the triangle - imagine that is you and the internal dynamics are what’s going on 

with you 
• Look outside of the triangle - that is everything external to you, other people, etc. We call this 

the external dynamics 
• There are two boundaries that separate you from others - internal and external 

So just go to your midline with the bolded thoughts: 
 

1. Strengthen the internal dynamics - that’s you - you want to be strong 
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2. Strengthen the internal and external boundaries - that’s what separates you from all those 
crazies outside you - you want those to be strong 

3. Delete the external dynamics - that’s everything going on around you that is driving you nuts 
- so you want it gone 

NOW YOU’RE BACK. Really it only takes 10 seconds - Make a diagram if you can’t remember 
what to do with instructions. 
 
4. The last step is to go to your midline with the thought, strengthen all other triads that have 

collapsed 
 

The effect is unbelievable - like I said - total time - 10 seconds and now you are back on 
top, master of yourself. 
 

One final suggestion: If you don’t notice things changing for the better every time you listen to the 
Activation replays, you have to correct for your perception of what is changing. 
 

Same, Not Same, Changing, Not Changing,  
Different, Not Different, Perception, No Perception 

 

. 
 

Go to your midline - Strengthen for Neutrality/Equal Strength for all choices 
 
Ø Same/not same 
Ø Changing/not changing 
Ø Different/not different 
Ø Perception/no perception 

Unconditional Love,  

Marnie Greenberg 


